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U.S. Speaker

Thanks very much, Brad. I am not sure I have a title yet, actually. Maybe, "The Garrison Diversion: Back to the Future," or something like that.

I would like to thank Henry for inviting me to participate in the conference this year. As always, it is a pleasure to be here, Henry. No one puts on a conference as well as Henry does. Matt Schaefer and I were talking earlier about why this is such an enjoyable conference to participate in and the fact that one reason is that the audience is so well informed, that you are so knowledgeable about the area.

However, that has its downside from the speaker's point of view. Bob Hage has already informed me that he is going to be happy to correct any misstatements I make about the Devil's Lake situation as I go, but I figure if I flatter you enough now about your knowledge, that maybe you will take it easier on me during the question and answer period later.

As Brad says, I am going to describe a brewing environmental dispute involving Devil's Lake, and by extension perhaps the Garrison Diversion. There are multiple actors involved in this problem. In fact, you could regard the dispute as taking place at three different levels. At one level, it is a dispute between the national governments of the United States and Canada. At another level, it is a dispute between the sub-Federal governments of Manitoba and North Dakota. Finally, at one level, it is a dispute between individ-
ual farmers and landowners in North Dakota, and those who rely on the fisheries, the Red River, Lake Winnipeg, and other areas in Canada.

The dispute arises because Devil’s Lake, a lake in northeastern North Dakota, keeps rising. Devil’s Lake is an isolated sub-basin within the Hudson Bay watershed. It is isolated in the sense that it has no natural outlet. Water, it falls through rainfall, runs into Devil’s Lake, and does not naturally leave except through evaporation. That means that during periods of heavy rainfall, the lake grows, the lake rises. It is now up 24 feet. It grew more than twenty-four feet in the 1990s.¹

Since Devil’s Lake is not exactly in some kind of basin with high mountains surrounding it, it spreads. It has more than doubled in size in the 1990s, flooding more than 80,000 acres, primarily of farmland, and threatening the nearby town of Devil’s Lake.²

Understandably, I think North Dakota would like to address this problem. The obvious way from the North Dakotan point of view to address it is to build an outlet from the lake, a kind of a giant ditch that would take water from the lake and dump it into the nearest river.³ The nearest river happens to be the Cheyenne River in North Dakota.⁴

This is where it starts to become of interest from an international point of view. The Cheyenne River flows into the Red River, which after usefully demarcating the boundary between North Dakota and Minnesota, flows across the boundary between the United States and Canada, and eventually makes its way into Lake Winnipeg, as part of the Hudson Bay watershed.⁵

Manitoba is not so enthusiastic about North Dakota’s plan.⁶ Manitoba fears that this is going to allow various types of exotic species, foreign biota, to make their way from Devil’s Lake into the Red River; and, thence, into Lake Winnipeg and points north and east.⁷

Moreover, Manitoba points out that Devil’s Lake is not the best water in the world.⁸ Like other isolated lakes, notably the Great Salt Lake in Utah,
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isolated lakes tend to be highly salty because the water that comes in has a certain amount of salt.\textsuperscript{9} It evaporates out leaving the salt behind.

Manitoba also casts aspersions at the quality with respect to other types of pollutants.\textsuperscript{10} Even worse than all of this, though, is that Manitoba sees this as the thin entering wedge, the first step towards the rebirth of a project that has bedeviled Manitoba and Canada for, I think, close to 50 years, at least in prospect, and that is the Garrison Diversion.\textsuperscript{11}

What is the Garrison Diversion? The Garrison Dam was built in the great period of building dams that Nigel already referred to with respect to the Columbia, in the late 1940s and early 1950s.\textsuperscript{12} At the time the Garrison Dam was built, it was part of a major system of dams along the Missouri River. It was the second largest manmade structure in the world, 2 ½ miles long, 210 feet high.\textsuperscript{13} It used 25 times the materials used for the Great Pyramid.\textsuperscript{14}

North Dakota thought at the time it was built that it was promised that it would get a lot of water from the Garrison Dam, or more accurately, from Lake Sakakawea, the reservoir behind the Garrison Dam.\textsuperscript{15} This became known as the Garrison Diversion. The water would be diverted from the Missouri River east into eastern North Dakota where it would be used by farmers to irrigate their farms.

If you do not like Devil’s Lake, you especially do not like the Garrison Diversion, because the Missouri River has a lot more exotic species from the Hudson Bay watershed point of view than Devil’s Lake will ever have.\textsuperscript{16} Therefore, Manitoba fears that the Devil’s Lake outlet will be only a preliminary step to an inlet that will bring water from the Missouri River via Lake Sakakawea to Devil’s Lake.\textsuperscript{17} Why do they foresee the inlet? Well, because an isolated lake actually has two problems. One is it tends to rise too much in times of rainfall. The other is it tends to drop too much in times of
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drought. To stabilize the lake levels you need an inlet as well as an outlet. Where is the inlet going to bring water? Well, the obvious spot is Lake Sakakawea. 18 There is a lot of water there if you could just get it across the divide into Devil's Lake.

What does the international law in question have to say about this? Well, there is actually international law kind of on point here. The 1909 Boundary Waters Treaty says the waters herein defined as boundary waters, and waters flowing across the boundary, shall not be polluted on either side to the injury of health or property on the other. 19

The Red River clearly qualifies as waters flowing across the boundary. Therefore, the United States is legally obligated not to allow it to be polluted to the injury of health or property in Canada. 20 Since the early 1970s, at least, when Canada began first making this argument to the United States, the U.S. government has actually agreed with Canada, that the U.S. should not allow any project to go forward that would cause the Red River to be polluted in violation of the 1909 Treaty. 21

In addition, the U.S. government has pretty much soured on the Garrison Diversion for other reasons. However, despite that, the U.S. government has not soured on the idea of an outlet from Devil's Lake. In the late 1990s, the U.S. government began to appropriate money to the Army Corps of Engineers to explore the possibility of an outlet to relieve the high lake levels in Devil's Lake. 22

However, Congress said at the time in the Appropriations Acts that any such project would have to comply, or would have to receive an assurance from the Secretary of State that the outlet project, would not, in fact, violate the 1909 Treaty. 23 In addition, Congress has said that it should be pursuant to a full formal environmental impact assessment under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and that no money would be appropriated for any kind of inlet project. 24

Last year, the Corps of Engineers finished its environmental impact assessment after years of work. 25 The State Department still was not satisfied.
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It did not think the EIA actually answered all of its questions.\(^26\) Therefore, the State Department asked the EPA, the President's Council on Environmental Quality and the Fish and Wildlife Service to look at this question, the specific question of the potential for transboundary pollution, and tell the State Department what they thought.\(^27\)

After those agencies came back, finally just this last January, Secretary Powell issued a formal assurance to the Corps of Engineers saying, "In my opinion I can provide the assurance that you need that this project will not actually violate the 1909 Treaty as long as certain conditions are met."\(^28\)

In particular, the State Department wants the Corps to do a more complete survey of species in the Red River and the Cheyenne River to establish for certain what the Corps already says, which is that there are no species in Devil’s Lake that are not already in the Red River and the Cheyenne River.\(^29\)

So far, I actually think this is a hopeful story from an international environmental point of view. I think the U.S. government has at a minimum taken its obligations seriously. It has listened to the Canadian objections. It has required a full environmental impact assessment. It is said that the project will not go forward if the project would violate the 1909 Treaty.

Now, one can argue that this is still the wrong result. That is, the State Department is wrong, and this project will pollute across the border. However, I do not want to get into that issue, because I think there is a more interesting issue brewing here, that makes the story more problematic, and that ties into the theme of the conference about multiple actors.

First, that is, North Dakota has gotten somewhat tired of waiting around. North Dakota has announced that it is going to go ahead and build its own state outlet project. North Dakota has criticized the Federal Government in a couple of ways. One, the Governor of North Dakota, Jim Hoeven, has said, "I do not really think the Federal project is going to ever be built."\(^30\)

Second, and apart from that, the Corps of Engineers project is estimated to cost something like 200 million dollars.\(^31\) Under the Corps’ cost sharing arrangements, North Dakota’s share of that would be something like 70 mil-
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lion dollars. North Dakota has shopped around, and it figures it can build the project itself using parts from Home Depot, I think, for under 30 million dollars.

Now, part of how it does this is cut out some of the frivolous extravagances of the Corps project like a sand filter to take out foreign biological materials. They are also going to take the water from a part of the lake that is admittedly, even by the North Dakotans, a saltier part of the lake than the part that the Corps planned to drain.

Well, what do we think about this? There is no doubt that North Dakota’s project is just as subject to the 1909 Treaty as the Federal project is. The question is what do you do with the state to make sure that it complies with national obligations under an international Treaty?

Since this is a conference on multiple actors, I will briefly talk about the options from three different points of view: Of the national government of the United States, and then Manitoba, and non-governmental actors.

THE U.S. GOVERNMENT

Assuming that the U.S. government agrees with Canada that North Dakota’s project is at risk, at least, of violating the 1909 agreement, what exactly can the U.S. government do? Well, one thing the State Department can do is send a firm letter. In fact, it has already done that.

After Secretary Powell provided this January 2002 assurance that the federal outlet would not violate the Treaty, that North Dakota’s Governor happily said, “we’re so happy to see that this letter says that an outlet won’t violate the Treaty,” leaving out the adjective before the word outlet.

Last month an Assistant Secretary of State wrote to Governor Hoeven saying, “I wish to draw your attention to the fact that the Secretary of State’s assurance concerned only the Federal project. The Secretary has not reviewed the State project and has expressed no view about that project. The Department of State urges that in the spirit of transboundary cooperation and to avoid unnecessary conflicts between the United States and Canada or its
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concerned provinces, you consult with us and appropriate other agencies at
the earliest opportunity before proceeding with this temporary outlet."

Now, as Brad said, I used to work for the State Department. I know
David Colson is here. You know, the State Department can tell you in dip-
lo matic terms the Marines are about to land, if we send this to another coun-
try, if you do not do what we say. You know, I am not sure that Governor
Hoeven reads it that way, though. He may not have been trained to read dip-
lo matic language.

After receiving the letter, he said, "Well, if State wants information, we’re
happy to give them information. We will give Manitoba information, any-
body that wants it. But we’re going ahead with the project." What else can
the State Department do to rein in a recalcitrant state? Well, this does not get
much attention in international legal scholarship very often.

One thing it can do is literally send in the Marines. That is, the Federal
Government can force states to comply with Federal law. There is a lot of
precedent for that. Politically, that will never happen, and as far as I know,
has never happened, to force a state to comply with international legal obli-
gations.

The Federal Government could sue the state in Federal Court to get a
judgment confirming that the state has to comply with international law.
Again, the textbooks all say that is something the Federal Government can
do, and they cite a 1925 Supreme Court decision in which Justice Holmes
said it in passing in one sentence, there are not many precedents since then
because the Federal Government does not go around suing states to make
them comply with international law. I think what you can expect is blunter
letters in the future.

THE PROVINCE OF MANITOBA

What can Manitoba do? Manitoba can cut off its diplomatic ties with
North Dakota, or call the Ambassador, stop cooperating with North Dakota
on water issues. In fact, Manitoba has said that it will do that.

It announced in a statement, the Provincial Water Stewardship Minister
said that they are not going to cooperate with North Dakota anymore on wa-
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ter issues. Then he said, "I hate to have had to make this statement today, but, quite frankly, I'm appalled at some of the statements coming out of North Dakota."42

Again, one wonders if this was too polite to really make much of an impact on North Dakota. I think one wonders whether North Dakota is going to care so much that Manitoba is shocked at what North Dakota is doing. To Manitoba's credit, Manitoba is not putting all its eggs in that basket. Manitoba has actually already filed suit in North Dakota Court arguing that North Dakota is failing to follow Federal Clean Water Act standards.43

In order to add a new source of pollution to waters in the United States, you have to get a permit under the Clean Water Act.44 North Dakota itself implements that requirement.45 North Dakota unsurprisingly issued itself a permit to do this.46 Manitoba is now arguing that North Dakota violated Federal law in how it did that.47 That may actually work. It is certainly worth following to see if it does.

However, the point I want to make is that that is not a way of enforcing international law. The Clean Water Act is not implementing the 1909 Treaty here. There are separate standards. If they happen to solve the problem, so much the better. What else can Manitoba do? Well, it does not have many other options. It could try to, and, in fact, it is considering, bringing a Federal Court suit in the United States arguing that the 1909 Treaty obligation has been violated.48 This gets into complicated questions of U.S. Treaty Law involving whether the 1909 Treaty is self-executing or not.

However, I think most observers would say that is going to be a long shot for Manitoba to convince a Federal Court that the 1909 Treaty obligation is self-executing, and get an injunction against North Dakota.49
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NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

In general, I think NGOs have the same avenues more or less the same as Manitoba’s. Essentially, they cannot bring an international claim. They cannot have a reference to the International Joint Commission. They can try to sue in North Dakota in State Court, or in Federal Court.

Again, can they get the Court to hear their claim under the 1909 Treaty? I think most people would bet against them on that. There have been relatively few efforts to argue that the 1909 Treaty is self-executing in U.S. law, and they have failed when brought by a private individual.

WHAT IS THE BOTTOM LINE?

I think the bottom line is that this problem actually illustrates the difficulty of non-national governments enforcing or even receiving authoritative interpretations of international legal obligations. Traditionally, international law has been under the purview of national governments. Everyone else has depended on the national government’s willingness to pursue claims for violation of international law. It is popular to argue that that is changing.

We are living kind of a post-Westphalian world, rather, where we are moving beyond the nations state as the be all and end all of international affairs. I think it is easy to get over-optimistic about that. When push comes to shove, the national governments still have access to international dispute resolution and other people do not.

What changes would help resolve a dispute like this one? How can you help other actors that are perhaps more directly interested, the real parties and interests, in a manner of speaking, have access to institutional methods of resolving disputes? Well, I have three possibilities to throw out.

One is a minimal change, one is more of a maximal change, and one is in between. The minimal change is that you could give foreigners, foreign governments, and non-governmental entities the right to pursue whatever remedies for transboundary pollution that local folks have to pursue remedies for domestic pollution. This has been called the principle of equal access.

Whatever rights North Dakotans would have to complain about this project, the Canadians could come across the border and make the same complaint. I say this is minimal for a couple of reasons. One is you should see that it does not really address the issue. That is, it does not really go to en-
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forcing international law. What it does is go to equal rights, non-discrimination and the enforcement of domestic law. The other reason that it is minimal is that to a certain extent, these rights may already exist. They may just exist on a piecemeal basis. That is, I have already said, Manitoba is trying to do essentially this. 54 It may be thrown out on standing grounds, but it may not. However, I think it still would be a step in the right direction to give it assurances that it will not be thrown out on standing grounds, and that it can pursue the Clean Water Act suit just as U.S. nationals can.

The maximal change would be for the United States, and Canada to take the idea of self-executing Treaties seriously. If you have a Treaty that has specific obligations, as the 1909 Treaty does, why not let Courts enforce those obligations at the behest of the individuals who are directly affected by them.

It is maximal in the sense it would really solve the problem of enforcement of Treaty obligations against non-federal actors, because they could be sued and Courts could tell them you are in violation of the Treaty. It is also maximal to the degree that it would take an enormous amount of political will, which I do not think exists now. The trend in the United States is quite the opposite, away from the idea of self-executing Treaties, toward a presumption that Treaties are non-self-executing. 55

Third, and finally, the moderate change would be for the Federal governments to open international institutions to non-federal actors. In particular, I think this case shows the utility of the Federal governments opening up the IJC to non-Federal actors. I have an enormous amount of respect for the International Joint Commission, and I think it is underused. The Federal governments have gotten in the habit of never referring anything to the Joint Commission if it might be controversial. The Federal Governments can unilaterally refer something to the IJC, yet they have never done so. 56 They only refer something to the IJC for an independent investigative report if they both agree to do that. That means either one of them can block it.

Bob Hage and I agree that U.S. was temporarily willing to send Devil's Lake to the IJC, but the Canadians objected, so it did not go. Now, the U.S. is not willing to go even though the Canadians are, so it is not going to go. Why not let Manitoba ask the IJC to look at this? What possible harm could that do? Why not let non-governmental actors, who after all, are the directly affected individuals, request a reference to the IJC. There is a recent precedent for this. The environmental side agreement to NAFTA allows non-
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governmental actors to do just that. Factual records have started to be produced. The world has not ended. I think it is a step in the right direction. It would not get us all the way there. The IJC still cannot order anyone to comply, but the HC has enormous persuasive ability. An IJC report can clarify the facts, set out the legal standard. I think it would be useful if there were more of them.

On that note, I will conclude. Thank you very much.
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